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Foreword

A pupil's experiences between the ages of 1 I itrid 16 probably shape his
,

ultimate view of science and of the natural world. During these years
most youngsters become more adept at thinking concep\tually. Since

______.____.coni&p.t&air-al-lbgrkArl of sci.enc,e,this is the age at whi4.11 most stu-

dents first gain the ability to study science in a really orvnized way.
Here, too, the commitment for or against science as an interest or a
vocation is often made.

aradoxically, the students at this critical age have been the ones
ast affected by the recent effort to produce new science instructional

materials. Despite a number of .commendable efforts to improve 'the N... 0

situatitin, the middle years stand today as a comparatively weak link in
science education between the rapidly changing elementary curriculum
and the recently revitalized high school science courses. This volume \
and its accompanying materials represent one attempt to proviile a
kound approach to instruction for this relatiVely uncharted level. .,

At the outset the organizers of the ISCS Project decided that it
would be shortsighted and uilwise to try to fill the gap in middle
school science education by simply writing anotAr textbook. We chose
instead tO challenge some of the most, firmly established concepts
abOut how to teach and just what science material can and .4hould be
taught to adolescents. The ISCS staff.have tended to mistrust whAt

authorities believe about schools, teacheo, children, and teaching until
we have had the chance to test these assuhiptions in actukil classrooms
with real children. As conflicts have arisen, our policy has been to rely
more upon what we saw happening in the schiools than upon what
authorities Said could or would, happen. It is largely because of this
policy that the ISCS materials represent a substantial departure from
the norm.

The primary difference between the ISCS program and more con-
., ventional approaches is the fact that it allows each student to travel

I.
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; at his own pace, and t permits the scope and sequence of instruction
to vary with, his interets. abilities, and background. 1 he ISCS writers
have systematically tried to give the student more of a Tole in deciding
what he hould study next and how soon, he should study it. When the
materi- s are used as intended, the 1SCS teacher serves more as a
"task easer" than, a "task master." It is his job to help the student

.4
answer the.questions that arise from his own study rather than to try
to anticipate and package what the student needs to know.

There is nothing radically new in the 1SCS approach to instruction.
Outstanding teachers from Socrates to Mark Hopkins have stressed the

need to personalize education. 1SCS has tried to do something more
than pay lip service to this goal. 1SCS major contribution has been to
design a system whereby an average teacher, operating under normal

t
constraints, in an adinary classroom with ordinary children, can in-
deed give maximum attention to each student's progress.

----------------:-----------The-developinent .of the ISCS material _has ..been_a_ group.ffort. from
the outset. It began in 1962,kwhen outstanding educators met to decide
what might he done to ir4rove middle-grade science teaching. The
recommendations of these conferences were converted into a tentative

,
plan for a set ofinstrucitional materials by a small 'group of-Florida
State University faculty members. Small-scale writing sessions con-
ducted on the Florida State campus during 1964 and 1965 resulted in
pilot curriculum materials that were tested in selected Florida schools

Ifit. during the 19652-66 school year. All this preliminary work was sup-
ported by funds generously provided.by The Florida State University.

In June of 1966, fihancial support was provided by the United States
. Office of Education, and the preliminary effort was formalized into

the 1SCS Project. Later, the National Scienee Foundation maqe sev-
eral a4tional 'grants -in support of the ISCS effort.

. The first draft of these materials was produced in 1968, during a
summer writing conference. The conferees were scientists, science
educators, and junior high school teachers drawn from all- over the
United States. The original materials have been revised three times.

., prior to their publication in this volunle. More than 150 writers have
contributed to the materials, and more than 180,000 children, in 46
states, have been invNved in their field testing.

We sincerely, hope that the teachers and students,who will use this
material will/find that the great amount of time, money, and effort
that has gone into its development has been worthwhile,

/

VI

Tahassee, Florid#
February 1972

. .

The Directors
INTERMEDIATE SCIENCE CURRICULUM STUDY
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Notes to the Student

3.

( This Record Book js. where you should write your answers.
Try to fill in the answer to each question as you come to it.
If the lines arc not long enough for your answers, use the mar-
gin, too.

Fill in the blank tables with the data from your experiments.
And use the grids to plot your graphs. N'turally, the answers
depend on what has come before in the particular chapter or
excursion. Do your readitig in the textbook and use this book-

. only for writing down your answers.

Notes to thv Teacher._
.121.

In almost &erv instance. variable answers are of a quantitative
4nature and are based on nieasurements the students themselves
ma n these cactS. other answers may also tie .accepted.

.12
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The smoke sank (went down toward the water).

0141. The smoke rose (went up over the water).

'if

0141. Because there was,a change in motion (or a'change

in the shape of the smoke stream).

^1-4. *Figur* 1-1

Pan

1110-,

. Hot water

Chapter 1
Air Has Its
Ups and Downs-

cji The air is striking (going down) -over the cold slirface.

\

The side, with the.heated air went up. Afer it had

cooled sufficiently., it went back down slowly.

ow; The bag of cool air.
,

, Y'17-77
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Table 1-1

1 4 The bag with t he coo ,t ii

THERMOMETER READING (°C)

4

Material .

.

l_ight Off at
Beginning of
Experiment

Light Tnrned On--,, .

-

.

Light Off
After 5 Minutes

Cooling
After

1 Minute
s

After
3 Minutes

-,

At er
5 Mi lutes

Water \ l'
,

..

Dry sand
, .

,. ...,

.
Wet sand

.

.
. _

,

Dry charcoal
.

. -

. .

Wet charcoal'

_ ,
.

FIGURE 1-4

.1011110

444

0 1 2 3 4 5

Time (in minutes)

'7(4

"dr

=1.011
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s, rrte..r..
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Water

Dry sand

Wet sand

Dry charcoal
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0 1 41.
Dry charcoal,

01-10. Wet ctiarcoca

110/

01-11.Yes

0142. No

dry charcoal

.0143. Dry charcoal

i
. PROBLEM BREAK 1-1

k

de

Dock air over different surfaces get hotter?
Plan:

Data:

Conclusions: .

ut.

V'

0144.
Yes

01,45. hir rises over a warm surface and ssinks over a cool surface.

When the glider flies into the area over the_worm roofs, it

goes up with the rising air. When it flies over the cool trees, it

goes down with the sinking air.

and down over the cool.

4

. It goes uplover the

15

warm garden

'"...

.
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Chapter 2
Weather Watch

st

Table 24 -

.46

1st Week. Weather-Watch Chart

1. Date .

,....

1

.
.

2. 'Time of day

.
.

. ,

I

. ..

.

.-
ip 3-. Ternperature (°C)

. .

.

4. Wind direction .

,.4
4- A. :

.
.

. 5. Wind 'speed (mph)
.

. , .

.

,
.

6. Clo41 type"
,

,

7. Cloud cover
:_.

ti .8. Precipitan.-
(in t

11

..
.

.

9. 'Barometric
pressure (in inches)

0
.

1

...

/ 4

10.. Relative humidity
,

,

. ,.11. Dew point (°C)
.,

.

_

.
,

.

.

,

411.

16
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Table 2-1

2114 (Week Weathcr-Whtch Chart

1. Date .

.. .__.

..

2. Time of day .

- . ,

3. Temperature (°C)
I

.
.

-...
.

e
4. Wind direction

.

5. Wind speed (mph) .

,
,

.

.

.

6. Cloud type
., .

1. Cloud cover
.

., . .
.

, ..). .

; .

8. Precipitation
(in inche)

.

t .

.

.

9. Barometric
pressure (in inches)

.t' ,

10. Relative humidity
.

SX 11. Dew. point (°C)
.

. .

.

,

.
.

,

r

'OP

4, ..
-,

ft 4,,rf f' 41%
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Table 2-1

34 W S51...:s.-- :c. ay. `A re

4

4

eathcr-Watch tart

,
1. Date

1

2. Time of day
I

i
.

4 .

3. Temperature (°C) qte
.

4. Wind direction
,

..
.

5. Wind speed (mph)
A
., 1....:

_

. ' 6. iloud. type
,

7. Cloud toyer ) ,

.

8. Precipitation
.-,

(in inches).

.
.. . .

9. Barometric
.. pressure (in inches)

\

.

.

1".

-

.

10. Relative humidity
.

11. Dew point (T)
_ ,

CI

16 1.

,

1
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Table 2-1

4th Week Weather-Watch Chart

I. Date
w.,

.

'2. Time of day
D

a. muperature (°C)
4

...

' r
/41 Wind direction ,

.

.5; Wind speed (nph)( -
.

.

6. Cloud type
A

i
.

. ,

.

7. Cloud cover t
,

"1,,

i° 8% Precipitatiton
(in inches)

4
.

. k

9. Bartimet4c
prerure (in inches)

.

%M. Relative humidity
I . ..

11. Dew point (°C) 6.,.
. - L

1

,

.0402.0-..0.
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Chapter 3 034. / s deflected upward rises)

Concentrating

.

,b3.2. It is deflected dOwnward (it sinks).

on Ups 034. Cube A

4.

4.

034. The temper-tature would decrease (fall).

PROBLEM BREAK 3-1

How does air temperature vary with altitude?
Plan:

rot 446: -.4....4.-,.,:...,...fai sr Y.: AAA I..: :, _ . .

FlauRE.3-7
, 0..

Data:

Coclusions:

Cube A

034. Cube Ai'.

034. The balance arm with the inflated balloon went doWn. This

means that the inflated baQoon.hal more mass. The-air in, the lialloon
I ,

must five_ suplied. the additional mass.
.

. Ss.

4.

_

4

034. Cube A

034. The air pressure on cube B,is less.than on cube A.

03.40. It would huhu inward.

'4. 0341. -Die pointer will move down.

-^

-
I

'I
11,19

11'

.
.
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A. 'Theo°

1

C. i a .L

'be 4..

Observe the pointer on the pressure measuring instrument over

a period of time. MOvement of the pointer showsLhanging atmospheric

pressure, and the amount of movement shows how much change.

Yes. The pointer moved down.

03-14. Ye's

A decreae in air pressure
. .

It should make the pointer move up.

PROBLEM BREAK 3-2

Effect of decreasing iar temperature on the pointer
Plan:

Data:

,

Conclusions: 4

Cr

The pointer moves up.

(Answers depend on atmospheric pressure.)0348..
Yes. There is less air above the mountain top. so there would

be less atmospheric pressure Olere than at sea level.and the barometer

would show a lower reading.

441!

.>
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PROBLEM BREAK 3-3

Calibrating the jar barometer

'Chapter 4 044: A film of moisture formed.

Making Visible 4.2. Moisture was° forming out of the air on the cold container.

the jnvisible

.10

t.

4 044:- Moisture On the outside of a glass-of ice %ater: moisture on a

cold bottlt of soft drink: moisture forming arounci the door of a riirig-

erator: moisttlte on lie cold air.duct of an air conditioner

A 4.4. Out of air

a4.5. No

Table 4.1

, Trial
Room Temp.

(°C)

. .

Temperature When'Film
of Moisture Forms (6C)

,,

I

..
.

2
.

. .

...

3

.

. .. .

,

Average

t14, e qtir '40tV e4,,t I ,
r;- leo vp -4'

, 3 -t ^ '3 t" t

S4.cittli'43\
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(Depend. on Ike humidity)

04-7. It xkoulti ha\c turned-to troNa (ice particle,

Warm r

The air contains hall the v.ater vapor it could hold at that

temyeraturc.

04-10. 2O('

(Temperaturcs depend on local conditions.)

0442. .(Ditterencedëpeñds on local conditions.

0443." Find the difference in the wet- and dry-bu hermorneter

readings with a psychrometer. Use the dry-bulb temperature and the

difference in wet- and dry-bulb temperatures in the table to read

relative humidity.

.0444. (Depends on local conditions.)

(34-15.441°°%.

0444. The same temperature as that of the wet- and dry-bulb ther-

mometers

0441. Firtd 'the, difference in the wet- and dry-bulb thermometer

readings with a psychrometer. Use this difference and the dry-bulb

temperature in the table to read the dew point; or find the temperature

at which condensation first appears on the outside of a polished con-

tainer as the temperature inside is slowly lowered.

Eliot Because the temperature must-be low enough for condensation

to occur, hand temperature normally decreases with altitude.
:

Visible water particles (clouds) would form.

1.:1,



Table 4-4 Observations

1. Jar 1, with
cold water

2. Jar 2, with
hot water

3. Jar 2, with hot
, water and smoke

Chapter 5
More Reasons
for Clouds

Teacher approval

12

04-20. Yes

04-21. The tempenture decreases (falls. drops);

[n5-1.

o51.

05-3.

054.

05-5.

05-6.

05-7.

It expands with decreasin!4 pressure: its density decreases.

Yes (probably)

1Depends on.local conditions.).

A mist (fog, cloud) formed:

A heavier mist (fo2. cloud) formed.

The this't (102. cloud) disappeared.
_

It wourd aid cloud formation,-

PROBLEM BREAK 5-1

What are the effects of changing air pressure and temperature at ,the

same time?
Plan:'

; 6, A
.

41'4 .

ff;) 24

.
:

c 9
- t



,

dr"

44.

Data:

ConcluOns:

054. Yes: Air over land heats more rape'llY durimg the daytime than

air over Yi4r. This heated air rises, and the moisture in it condenses
41,

to form clouds..

05_9.. Over land

05-10. Over land.

0541. The ,;moke rnoes horizontally toward the candle name. and

then rises toward AV hole.

05-12. Cool moist air will now in to take the place of the warm air

that is rising.

05.13. It is heated also, and rises.

05-14: Ye

4.

PROBLEM BREAK 5-2'

What is the direction of the wind during the day and during the night
around a large body of water?) -

FIGURE 5-8

a.

-1

' -S. c: .

.

A ,

Da yt i me..

25

I "4,Y
t e

c A-1 a

.
.

C.
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115-15. Ihe oxei the land ps heated durinl' the da\ htlle I1101c than

the tir o'er the vater. It rise,. and cooler :lir from the xatci takes it.

place. AI nwht. the Lind Ioscs it. hear more rapidlx thall the v:.der.

41.

so air over the land becomes cooler. 1 he xariner air oker the lake

rises and cociler air Ihm N from the land to take its place.

itoMI

Chapter 6 06.4. Flighest baroMetric pressureAl2. A14 (30.20")

Other Cloud Highest wind velocityI5. 13. J5 (13-18 -mph)

'Formers -Lowest parometric pressureH5. H6. J5 (29.40")

.14

Highest temperatureA7 (26° C or 79° F)

-Lowest temperatureH1- (3° C or.3.7° LI

06.2. Greatest cloudiness occurs where temperature differtnces are

greatest. where pressure is lowest. where wind speed is v.reatest, and

where wind direction changes most abruptly. )1 -

064. Temperatures.are lower on the western side.

064. Temperatures are lower on the northern side.

a.

06.5. There is a _greater difference in temperatures across the legs than

elsewhere.

064. Pressure differences

,s

.
26

.

f.

S.

I.
,

1

.
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FIGURE 6-4

The pattern forms an area of decreasing pressures centered

about I 5 and 6. Going outward from that area. pressures increase

to the highegt values in the lower right. at the area A14,

4

15

4i%, tf.(.,

/
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Low

0 6-9. h v. Ind direction 14n Ins a CtallaICIClockwi.c. pattetn mound the

6_10., The spiral shape 'seems to L!enerallk follow the' wind directions.-

06.41:_The floA of air is counterckickwise.

0 6-12. Clouds in !!eneral seem to center over areas of I .owesf pressure

and alon2 lines of sharp tempeiature differences.
-

0 6-13. Yes.

FIGURE 6-9

PROBLEM BREAK 6-1

28

to ; 5,Ve, ;
4%. .120

.10
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06-14. It %%()uld_ he cooled. pressure yt-ould be reduced, and con-

densatron (clouds) should occur.

0845. More precipitation. (rain) falls there.

PROBLEM BREAK 6-2

Iggyville should have pleasant weather, with moderate rainfalL.periods
of cloudy and clear skies.

lggyburgshould have the poorest weather, with heavy rainfall, much
cloudiness, little sunshine.

lggytown should have dry w ather, tle or no rainfall, cloudless
skies. The temperature at Iggvto'i sh uld be much warmer, due to
the heating of the air as it comes e mountain.

. , .

[mi. Yes. Frotti west to east.

07,2. Yes. From west east.

074. It fell, then rose.

014. SE to S t N

074. Clear to cloudy to partly cloudy

074. Observations of tallin2 barometric pressure. increasing cloku 1-

ness, Shifting wind direction

Cooler

n7.4... It rose sharply

SW S to W

as the temperature line passed.

0740. Clear tit_cloudv to partly cloudy

29

Chapter 7
Moving Weather

40'

17



07-Th Shift in wind direction. increasitT cloudinesc, and falling ha-,
rometer reading

0712. The temperatures behind the line (to the west) are lOwer than

the temperatures And of the line (to the cast) in Selma; the opposite

is true in Fargo.

07,.1 3 Clear to_partly cloudy to cloudy to clear

0744. SW to S to N

- 07,15.-1t dropped:

El 7.4 They dropped, then rose.

Ntr.

0747. Falling barometer reading, increasing cloudiness, wind frOm

the SW and S

0748. Yes, they go through the centers of the low-pressure areas.

07.19. Yes

07_20. Cumulus 'and curulonimbus

0741. Cirrus, .cumulus, stratus

Table 7-1

,

COLD FRONT

Immediately
Ahi.d of the Front\ Along the Front

Immediately
Behind the Front

,

Barometric reading
1

Falling Lowest Rising
,

Temperature High Dropping Low
.

Cloudiness. Increasing Cloudy
..

Clearing

Wind direction .Southerly Shifting Northerly

30

.
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4

4

°*-

Table 7-2
WARM FRONT

Ahead of the Front Along the Front Behind the Front

Barometric reading Failing
4

Lowest Risinf

Temperature
Jo

Low

.

Rising HI igh

. Cloudiness
inc.-tasting
and lowering

Heavy clouds Clearing

Wind.direction (5." , Southerly Shifting Westerly .

PROBLEM BREAK 7-1

How arc two weather variables related?
Plan:

Tally. Table:

Percentage (Probability):

t

a .

31
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20
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: , ;4

Conclusions:

0.71422. The weatherman is expeviSins a probability based on the

observations of all the weather variables. Considering all the changing

Condit lonST-hiF-i-K---5y-iffe- lb al -1inres-:out of---10---ther-Fesu-h----in-

a particular location.

t.
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e. A

gp
'StiZA6s12../txikIljellial,2,1)AkiAt att

pl. (Answers will vary, hut they should describe the puffing.

of the bag and the increasirw buoyancy.)

LI

0 2. Continue to suppl hot air to make up for los.es and cooling_

1. Because a cirrus cloud is already the hity.hest type

02. (Answers at,end of excursion.)
l`k

.

oi. 100 Celsius de(2rees \
0 2. 180 Fahrenheit deffees

0 3. 50°C

cot

ExcurRion 1-1
Hot 0- Balloon

1'.

Excursion 2-2
L Billboards of

te Sky

Excurson
The Converko-n
Excursion

10 degrees on the Celsius
U.

05. 16. km/hr; 32 km/hr: 49 km/hi-

scale

De. 120 k mifir (act 11ua.. 179 7 IA

.10

01,. 49 mph, (actually.39.8 mph)
!

Os. 6.35 cm

33

21
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Excursion
The Pressure'!--
On

CHECKUP:
1. a. 7 pounds ( ) d. 4 square inches

b. 9 newtons ( ) e. 8 newtons per square
c. 6 pounds per square meter ( V )

inch ( V )

2. A 500-pound metal bar is lying on a bench. The area of the bottom
of the bar is 50 square. inches. What is the pressure of the bar on the
benchN 10 lb sq in)

ht11.1 higer area of_ Lai

Excursion
Measuring Air
Pressure . .

in Inches?

oz. 0.5 pounds on each square inch of snowshoe

01- 14.7 pounds per square inch

Liz 14.2 pounds per square incii

03. (Answer depends on local conditions.)

04. 0.5 inch of mercury.

05. Fall V

'Excursion 4`-1 al. Before blowing, it felt warm.: while blowing it felt cool.

The Shivering
Thermometer

Table 1 Temperature (°C)

Temperature A

Temperature B

Temperature C

.02, Little or tic) difference if alcohol i at room temperature;-possibly--

1-2°C.



Depeihis Oil1CWl 1. t. 011 oca 1 conditions; pwli;ihly 10-1')°C.

The evaporat i on co the a I coho 104.
the thermometer bulb. ow.litt,

(Mil t Ilt Wick t hoxr away 11 om

h chanv.ed toalcohoLsapor.

De. The one %\ith the alcohol Sn

at The alcohol

08. It requires heat enerov to evaporate a liquid. This heat enertly

was furnished partls bv sour hands. lowerin t! their temperature.

ia BccauNe it e\ aporated laNter

Table 2

.41,

Condition

Temperature (°C)

After
15 sec.

After
30 sec.

After
45 sec,

After
60 sec.

1. Thermometer
(on table)

19° 17'

2. Thermometer
(waved around) 16° 14° 13? 1

010. Theparticle model says that particles are in rapid motion in a

liquid. This motion may allQw some of them to escape the liquid as

a gas. The more of these partioles th(!re are in close .proximity to the

-
liquid, the less room thew is for others to conre out. But if the particles

in the air around the-liquid are removed, then moreyarticles can conic

out any time. Thk allows more evaporation and more rapid cooling

of the liquiti.

41.,,-.."4"-k,\.,....,S;
tf.;4_1

_ .

35

51

Table/ 2. Temperatures

are given as examples.

Student readings will

depend somewhat on

local conditions.

23
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Excursion 5-1
How High Are
the Clouds?

24

am It would speed it up.

012. TheN would he the same.

01. Because condensation starts when the air !!eis cold enoutzh. and

this happens at a particular altitude.

02. The bottom

03. (See answer to question 1.)

04. 4°C
05. 4°C

1

06. A temperature

07. Hegft = 122 (26°C 8°C)
= 122 x 18°C
= 2196 rn (or 2200 m)

08. Height of clouds today:
Data:

Method:

Conclusions:

09. Temperature decreases 1°C per .100 rn: this is 0.01°C per tn. Dew

point decreases 1°C per 550In: this is 0.0018°C per m. Clouds form

36
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,t,eritaLu,,I,IMAZudtil..0

,\.? ',-)it 10*1TAtiYvti'i%1 11'44\

at a hewht (h) where tempelauire and de point are equal. .1)1cIefore

h. the air temperature on the ffound minus: the decte.a.e

with altitude, must equal I 0.0018 ii, the dew point On the ground

minus the decrease with altitude.

0.01 h = Td.L. 0.0018 h
0.01 h 0.001811 = Tair Ttp.
0.0082 h = T.

(T T )

0.0082

h = 122 (Tmi. Td.p. )
3

4 I I

Excursion 5-2
Building a
Nephoscope.

v.

TabIs 1 X

,

Distance moved by reflection (d) .. 0.05 meter

.
.

_

Time to move 5 cm (t) .

.

seconds
,

Height of eye above nephoSeop4 (h) meters `

t
titimated height of clouds',(H) ..,-.

(See Eicursion 5-1)
Ic.I i

meters

.

01. .(Depends on observations.)

02. (Depends on observations.)

03. (Depends on observations.)

pc The height of the .aircraft and he time it took for the image to

.mo-vg across the radius of the circl

05. (Answers will 1.:ary. Radar wt.
r

'fis\ :

uld be f big. help.)

. i

a.
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Excursion 7-1 I he \ \\ anr.it ted to the tomb.

'And the Rains 1 he tot larter and smaller.02.
.,Came Down

D 3-
I he eleetricai ehaite on the comb attracts the oppositek charged

part of the \\ ater moleeule. mo\ ing the moleCule toward it. In putting

this force on the water molecules. it causes theiu to come closer togother

and form into larger drops. .

04. If electrical forces are present in a id. these forces might cause

water particles to he pushed together to form raindrops.

Excursion 7-2 Di. (Depends on obser\ anon< but they should hax e.ohserved.changes

Cumulonimbus such as swelling. growth. changing shape. or. if the clout-is are dissipat-

26
441

Mg. shrinking and disappearing of parts.)

f

02. (Depends on obser\ ations and local conditions.)
f,

03. 1:00 Pm. 5.000 ft; 1:30 PM. 6.500 ft: 2:00 PM, 8,000 ft.

04. About 3.000 ft per hour

0 5. Because a solid object. like an ice particle or hailstone. would fall

out of the cloud without a strong updraft. The updrafts carry it through

successive trips so that it can

(I When the downward force of gravit\ exceeded the upward force

.of air. Or when .1 got out of the updraft. or when it built up so much
Ca.

speed in the dow rtiard trip that it eouldn-t be o\ ereom e 1.1\ the updraft.

38
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A
COW I J O I )

Table 1

Excursion 7-3
Weather Prediction
and Forecast.ing

Data Time
4

TCmp.

Wind
Dir.

Wind
Speed

-

Cloud
Type

Cloud
Cover

Pre-
cip.

Bar.
Pres.

Rel.
Hum.

Dew
Point

4
4

20 l:3U; 17°C S 8-12 Stratus 29.90 55% 13°C

21 2j95 20°C S 8-12 Stratus 29.88 83% 18°C

22 t50 .10°C..._ .N 25-31. Cumulo-
nimbus

0 1.5 cm 29.81 100% 10°C

23 1:45 5°C N . 8-12 . Clear 0 29.92 29% 9°C
24 --,.. -7

.
-

Temperature should rise slightly; humidity should drOp;.clouds should

be partly cloudy (cumulus); wind should be light; precipitation, none.

Activity 1. Three-darfrifecast of weather
1st day forecast:

31 day forecast:

f

27



1

. .

1st day 2nd d a y 3rd day
..

1. Cloudiness
.

,

.

2. Probable wind direction .

, .

3. Probable wind speed

, 4. Barometer change

1
5. Probable cloud types

..,

-6. Probable temperature range .

.
._ . ...._

7. Precipitation (amount and typd)
, .

Activity 2. (Optional) Extended forecast.
Temperature:

Precipitation:

4.2-74

Movements of fronts through arca:

211.

44-

411.

4 0
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How Well Am I Doing?
A

You probably wonder what you are expected to learn in this science
couise. You wi3u1d.like to know how well you are doing. This section

of the book wiihelp you find out. It contains a Self-Evaluation for
each chapter. If çu can answer all the questions, you're doing very
well.

The Self-Evaluations are for your benefit. Your teacher will not use
the results to give you a grade. Instead, you will grade yourself, since
you are able to check your own angwers as you go along.

Here's how to use the Self-Evaluations. When you finish a chapter,
take the Self-Evaluation for that chapter. After ahswering the questions,

' turn to the Answer. Key that is at the_end of this section. The Answer,

Key will tell you whether your answers were' right or Wrong.

Some questions can be answered in more than one way. Your.answeis
to theSe qUestions may not quite agree with-those in the Answer Key.

If you miss a question, review the material -upon which it was based

before goiug on to the- next chapter. Page references are frequently
included in the Answer Key fo help you review.

On The next to last pageof this booklet, there is a grid, which you
can use to keep a redord of, your own progress.

.

n.
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4.

011--

Notes for the Teacher

The following sets of gnestions have been designed for self-evaluation
"by your students..The inient of the self-evaluation questi`ons is to in-
form the student of his progress. The ansvers 'are provided for the
.students to give them positive reinforcement. For this reason it is. im-
portasit that each student be allowed to answer these questions with-
out feeling the pressureS'normallv associatea with testing. We ask that
you .do not grade the student On apv of the chapter sdf-evaluation
_

questions or in any way make him feel that 'this is a cOmparative device.
'The student should answer the qnestions fbr each chaplet' as soon

as he finishes :The .chapter. After answering the questions,- he should
Cheek his answers immediately by refercing to the appfopriate set Of
answers in the. -back of his. Student Record Book.

there are some questions that require planning or assistance from
the classroom teacher or aide. Instructions for" these are listed in color
'on the .Pages that follow. You should check this list carefully, noting
any item -that may require- your presence or preparation. Only items

.which require some planning or assistance are listed.
You should check occasionally to see, if your students are completing

the progress chart on page 54.

, 42
sk.
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JI you did any excursions for this chapter, write their numbers here.

014. The diagram below shows a sketch that an 1SCS student made

,.fter using the obsratiod box.

Water

Water temperature = 10°C. .
s

Temperature of air
In box = 20°C

A. Sketch the path of the smoke in the box below if the air temperature

. were 5°C and the water temperature were 15°C.

Is ',1";-" ..f
. '1

,.,',.$ . .. ,k,
. .

4Y4:
c' i.',,i '

- ',0:4" ".?. ,, , a ,

SELF EVALUATION 1

'11

" z z
,s1+,(J, tip :, + e't< '4". ,4'

,),yintfq '0, 0^ vt" ` ,
I,

I

,

.
4.

'31
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32

B. Explain your answer to part A.

-

C. Sketch the path of the smoke in the box below if the air temperature -
were 15°C and the water temperature were "15°C.

D. Explain your answer to part C.

01-2. Iggy has set up the balance that you used in Activities 1-6 and
1-7.. However, he has turned the bags`right side up this time.

44 .
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lggy has a beaker that has been sitting in the freezer for several hours.

A. What will tappen if lggy inverts the beaker just above tikg
B?

S. Explain your answer to part A in terms of the particle model.

Or-
01-3. Three substances, A, B, and C, were warmed by a lamp in the
same way that you warmed up dry sand, dry charcoal, wet sand, wet
charcoal, and water. Their warming curves are shown below.

I.

Tints (In minutns)

''. Later these three substances were put in 'a refrigerator and their tem-
peratures recorded after five minutes. Indicate which of the lines corre-
spOnds to each of the. sUbstances by filling in'the blank beside each
curve, .

45 v.
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A

a

iv?

Time (In minutes)

014. Refer to the sketch below to answer parts A, B, C, and D that
follow.

--# Asphalt I P owed
highway field ,

34

, Pond

A. On a warm sunny day, in which of the areas (A through D) would
you expect the air to be rising?

4

""-"1"*.- .+1100
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B. Explain your answer to part A.

C. On a warm sunny day in which of the areas (A through 0) would
you expect thvir to be moving downward?

D. Explain your answer to part C.

If you did any excursions for this chapter, write their numbers here. SELF EVALUATION 2

02-1 Use the diagram below to answer the questions that follow.
(Remember that speed in km/hr = 1.6 x mi/hr.)

a

35
1,
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Photo 1

A. What is the direction of the wind as indicated by the weather station?

d. What is the speed of the wind (in mph) as indicated bY the weather
station?

C. What is the speed of the wind (in km/hr) as indicated by the weather
station?

si
02-2..Use ibe photographs below to answer the questions that follow.

34:to
4., vizor)

ei '

'44e.'*;1114,i yes4linhX,,,akt
- Mrs44., "Pitk

. a

no 2110*
,

,et:14k,

-*

it

Photo 2

. .

44.
.4 ;;,..c, .

, .1, ,t

I

:iirktrpb, 4,44
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f 14.
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l

4. What type of cioud is shown in photo 17

.1-

B. Whatiype of cloud is shown in photy?

' '

C..Draw the symbol to represent how much of the sky is covere,s1 b
clouds in Photo 1.

O. Draw the symbol to represent how -much of the sky is covered by

clouds in photo 2.

02-3. If 1.5 inchcs of rain fell oVernight, how many centimeters of rain
should you record in your Weather Watch Chart? (Remember: 1

inch = 2.54 cm.)

.If you did any excursions for this chapter, write their numbers hire. SELF EVALUATION 3

03-1. A. If you were riding inla small plane Mild plotted a graph of
the temperatute outtle the plane at different altitudes, which of the
follo wing graphs woad' you expect to look most like yours?

GroPh

10.000

HIght(foot)

0

Height (feet).

10,000 10,000

Height (feet)
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\ B. Explain your answer to part A.

[13-2 A. Suppose you were a deep-sea diver. As you dive deeper and
deeper into the ocean would you ect the pressure to increase; de-
ctcase, or remain the same?

B. Explain your answer to part A.

034. A. An ISCS_ student built an atmospheric pressure meastiiiii
several days ago. Today the pressure measurer looks like the one shown
below.. Has the air pressure in the room increased, decreased,, or stayed
the same since jic built the pressure measurer?

B. Explain your answer to part A.

V*1,wwam.

4'
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C134. A. On a cool summer morning your family starts ou a trip in
the car. After driving tbr several hours over the hot asphalt highway.
you stop for lunch. Suppose you had measured the pressure of the air
in-the car's tires in the morning and again when you stopped tOr lunch.
Would the pressure have increased, decreased, or remained the same?

B. Explain your answer, to part A.

03-5. The air pressure at the top of a tall building is 291 inches of
mercury. What will be the air pressure at street level at that time?
(Check the best answer)

a. Greater than2.9.4 inches of mercury

b. 29.4 inches of mercury

c. Less than 29.4 inches of mercury

f"

411

If you did any excursions for this chapter, write their numbers here. ELF EVALUATION 4

04-1. In areas with cold winters, windows are sometimes covered with
a layer of frost on the inside. Explain why the frost forms on the
windows.

04-2. SuppOse that a. 1,000-milliliter sample of air could contain 32

milligrams of water. The 1,000-milliliter sample of air aCtually contains
only 18 milligrams of water. What is the relative humidity of this
sampie of air?
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r14-3. Get a sling psychrometer froni the supply area. Use it to measure
the relative humidity in your classroom. (You may refer to tables in
the chapter if you need to.)

Relative humidity

04-4. An 1CSC student' was measuring the relative humidity in his
classroom and obtained the following readings.

Dry-Bulb Temperature = 18°C
Wet-Bulb Temperature = 12°C

You.may use any tables in the text to answer the following questions.
A. What is the relative humidity in the room?

B. What is the dew point?

04-5. What is the relative humidity of air that is at its dew-point
temperature?

D4-6. Suppose there were a section of the country where the air was
moist but there were very few solid particles in thpair. Predict what
would happen if a new electricity generating plant that gave off a lot
of smoke were built in this area.

SELF EVALUATION 5 If you did any excursions for this chapter, write their numbers here.

A.-$ " `"''
s

' >ti

5-1 . The diagram on the next page shows an observation box with
a glass top. Show the direction of inotion of the smokeeparticles in the
box when the light is on by drawing arrowheads on the lines.

`

,
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4.1

(15-2. Use the diiigram below to answer the questions that follow.
There is no preva,iling wind.

11:

A. Draw an arrow.on the 4iagram to indicate the direction that the
wind would be blowing at point P.
S. By shading in on,the diagram, indicate where you might expect
ndouds to form. '
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C. Draw an arrow pointing'downward on the diagram to indicate where
the air may be moving down.

[15-3. 11/Uny types of high-altitude halloonl arc made out of thin plastic
so that they can expand or contract easilf.
A. Which sketth do you think best represents what you would see as
you watched a balloon rise?

Sketch 1 Sketch 2 Sketch 3

B. Explain your answer to part A.

05-4. In the winter, snow may lie on the ground for months at a time
As long as it stays cold, and Me snow is in an undisturbed place, the
snow remains very white. When it starts to melt, it begins to look dirty. 1

Explain why thig occurs.

ara (-444 r I. 4- r
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If you' did any exeursions for this chapter, write their numbers here. EVALUATIQN 6

A

08-1. Use the map below to answer the questions that follow.
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A. Using the border symbols and a straightedge, describe.the following

locations by letter and number.

a. Highest wind velocity c. Ilighest barometric pressure
-

b. Lowest temperature d....__;_Highest temperature

B. Draw in, the isobars (lines of equal pressure).
C. Shade in the areas that you would expect to have heavy cloud cover.

D. Explain why yOu shaded the areas you did for part C.
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E. Is the region- E3 a high- or a low-pressure area?

[16-2. What is the direction of air motion around a low-pressure area?

06-3. Use the diagram below to answer the questions that follow.

Prevailing winds

A./Shade in thearea on the diagram where you would expect the clouds
to form.
B. Label the area on the diagram that receives the most rainfall as

'WET.
-

C. Label the area on dr diagramAat receives the least rainfall as DRY.

F16-4. What are four things to look for on a weather map when pre-
dicting where clouds will form? *I

a.

b.

C.

,d.

.0

SELF EVALU.ATIO': If you did any excursions for this chaplet, write their numbers heft.
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074. Large weather disturbances move slowly across the North
American continent. What is the general direction of motion?

07-2. Suppose a low-pr6gure area is approaching the part of the

country where you live.
A. What changes would you expect in the amount of cloud cover as
it approaches?

II. What changes would you expect in the barometric pressure reading?

C. What changes in the wind direction would you expect as the system.
passes?

07-3. Label the three front symbols shown below with their correct
names (cold, warm, or stationary).

b. C.

07-4. The weather forccast for today reads: sunny and hot today with
the chance of local thunderstorms in,the late afternoon or early evening.
Explain what causes these local storMs. L.

57
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[17-5. Yesterday an ISCS student noticed sonic cirrus clouds in the sky.
Today he noticed that the barometer had fallen slightly. the wind had
shifted so that it was blowing from the southeast, and there was a heavy
layer of cumulus clouds overhead. .

l

A. Predict whether the temperature will increase, decrease, or remain i

the same over the next day or so.

B. Predict whether the rain that is coming will last for just a few hours
or for at least a day.

C. What will be the approximate wind direction once the rain has
passed?

07-6. Generally there is a difference in the shape of fronts. Label the
fronts shown as warm or cold.

a. b.

07-7. On the basis of your last few days weather watch, predict what
tomorrow's weather will be like..

.
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SELF-EVALUATION ANSWER KEY

SELF EVALUATIQN 1

1-1. A.

S. Your answer should indicate that the smoke will Ase because of the fact that the water
is warmer than the surrounding air. This causes an updraft above the water, surface. If you had

dielculty with this, you should try Activities 1-2 to 1-5 again.

D. Your answer should have indicated that since the water and the air -are at the same
,.tamperattire, there will not be .an updraft or a downdraft. The smoke will then travel straight

'Amos the .box.: You may walit hy this for yourself.
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1-2. A. I he balance will tip so that hag B IN loINC1 than hag A
B. -1hr particles of au iii thc cold heakel arc ~sing slowei than the particles of art in

the room 1 he particles ale then elor.el together When this cold an 11 ponied into hag B. there

will he mole air palm les ii B than in A Since each particle has %%eight. the w ,ht of particles

in bag B is greater than the -weight of those iii hag A I his means that the hal 11 tip down

on the side that has bag B If you had difficults answenag this question. you should r cad pages

5 and 6. You unght want to use this as part of a maga show at home.

1-3. lion should have,tabcled trig graph As shown below.

1

4 Substance So_

I Substance _46-

Substance

Time (In minutes)

5

While doing Activities 1-8 to 1-11. win should have noticed that ,those substances that warm up
most rapidly also cool down rapidly. Chock youibgraph igure 1-4) itt your Record Rook if you

forgot about this.

1-4. A. Aim A and C
B. You should have indicated that the highway and the pined held warm up rapidly in

the sun. Since thc surface is warm, the air above it is heated. Thar- warm au tends to rise. -
C. Areas B and D
D. The tell and the pond will not warm up as rapidly on nsunny day. As a result the

air above them is cooler and tends to move downward.
If you had trouble with these questions, look over your observations from the observation box

activities and pagcs II to 13 again..

SELF EVAUJATION 2

2-1. A. There is a southeast wind blowing. Remember that the wind direction is thc direction
from which the wind is blowing.

B. The wind speed is about 18 or .19 mph.
C. The wind speed is about 29 km/hr. If you had difficulty iith this, you should work through

Excursion 2-3 again.

2-2. A. These 'clouds are cirrus clouds. Note their thin, wispy appearance'.
B. These are cumulus clouds. Note their tall, billouy shapes and flat bottoms. If you had

diflicuky in identifyinteither of thoe cloud shapes, you should take another look at page 18

and work through Excursion'2-2.

60
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C. The sky is about 25% ovcicast, so the symbol is(
D. Here the sky is about 50% overcast, so the symbol is al.

2-3. About 3.8 centimeters of rain fell. If you had difficulty with this quesuon you should take

another look at Excursion 2-3. .

$ELF EVALUATION 3

3-1. A. Graph 3,
S . As you get farther from the earth's surface, the air usually becomes cooler (about

2C/I,000 ft). Sometimes, under unusual circumstances, the temperature stays constant or even

rises as you go higher. This unusual stribution of air is called a thermal inversion. Driung an
inversion, smoke and exhaust funks o not rise and mix with the rest of the air but stay near
the ground. This can cause very severe smog that may endanger the lives Of people who have
respiratory diseases inch as pneumonia or asthma.

34. A. The pressure 'will increase. s
S. The pressureis the weighLof substance above aa object. The greater the depth in the

ocean, the greater the weight of the material in the column above an object Thus, the pressure
increases. If you had difficulty answering this question, reed pages \24 and 25 again and work

through Excursion 3-1.

3-3. A. The pressure has increased,
I. The rubber diaphram has been pushed inward.

puided it in and compressed tie air inside. If yoti had problems with this qUestion. reread pages

26 and 27"

3.4. A. lawressure will have increased.
S. while driving. the tires get very hot and this increases the pressure inside. This is similar

-%to what you did in Activity 3-9 when you warmcd up:your barometer: In case you actually try
measuring the pressure in the car tires, here is a safety tip. Do not let air out of the tires to reduce

the pressure to what it was in the morning. If you.do. the inereased flexing of the tire may heat

it enough so that it will catch fire or blow out, causing a serious accident. For tire safety, check
the air pressure when the tires cool and keep the pressure up to what the manufacturer recom-

mends.

.3-5. The answer is a. 11w beigreater. since the Weight of air above the barometer will be greater.

If you want to try this Yriu you need a fairly tall building. The pressure should change about

0.10 inch of mercury for eyery IQ stories chaiige in height.'

s indicates Aix the air outside has

SELF EVALUATION 4

471, Your answer should have included these ideu: window glass is cold and this cook down

the inside air near the window below the dew point. Moisture then condenses on the inside of

the window. If the glass is cold enough. the moisture will'freeze and produce frost on the inside

of the window. If you did mit include these ideas in your answer you should reread pages 37

to 40.

The relative humidity would be about 56%. If you did not get this answer, you.should reread

page 41.

4-3. Check your answer with two or three other students who are at the same place in the book.

If your answer does not agree with theirs ol if you forgot how to find the relatbe humidity. read

page 43 and icy again.

4-4. A. The relative humidity is about 49%. Reread page 43 if you did not get this answer.
S. The dew point is.13°C. You shOuld study pages 45 and 46 again and do Excursion 4-1

:if yop had difficulty with this question.

1



4-5. Thc relative humidity at the dcw point is Rm. If you had difficulty answeimg this question.
reread pages 40 and 41.

4-6. As you know, you need both solid particles and rising moist air to pioduce clouds. II one
of the two is missIng. you will produce few clouds If thc new plant gives ofl a lot ol solid particles.
it may cause a great deal more cloud formation and upset thr local climate patterns. Check pages
48 and 49 if you missed this.

SELF EVALUATION 5

5-1-

If you had difficulty deciding about the directions, you should look over pages 8 to 11 and 59
...to 62 again.

y
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A. The wand is from the cooler forest toward warmer plowed field. as shown on page NO

S. The warm air over thc plowed field will rise. You would expect this rising warm air to torni

clouds over the warmer surface, as indicated above
C. The air above the forest will bc cooler. so it will tend to be moving downward. Look at pages

61 through 63 again if you missed any of these questions.

5-3. A. You would expect the balloon to appear as in sketch 2.

B. As you go higher above the earth's surface, the pressure will decrease. This means that

the balloon will swell outward much as the top of your atmosphenc pressure measurer did when

the air pressiirc decreased.

5-4. This question is a bit tricky, so you may have had to think about it for a while. You know

that solid particles arc necessary for clouds to form. These particles are trapped inside the
snowflakes or raindrops that fall. When the snow begins to melt, the water runs away or evaporates,

leaving these particles on the surface of the snow. This layer of tine particles gives melting snow

its gray appearance. If you live where snow falls, you may want to try melting some snow and

'looking at these tiny particles. Of course, some of the parnacs may have, settled out of the. au

onto the snow surface. See page 54.

SELF EVALUATION 6

.1. A. E-4

b. A-2

C. J-10

d. B-9

B and C. -z-set the map below.
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1.

D. The cloud is due to two difleicnt factors 1 he clondhank around E3 is due to the
low-pressure arc'a there he long hanks of clouds born E3 to A9 and from E3 to J2 arc due
to lines of sharp temperature difference (fronts). If you had troubk deciding where and why the
clouds will form, tercad pages 0 to 75.

E. 1 hc region 4 s a low-presstue area. N ou can tell this from the baronieter readings at various
weather stations m this arca.

6-2. North ot the equator, thc air moves around a low-pressure area counterclockwise. Reread
pages 73 to 75 if you did not remember the direction. You may he mterested to know that south
01 the equator the air moves clockwise around a low-pressure area Cheek with your teacher for
some other books on meteorology if you would like to find out more about this.

6-3.

Prevailing winds

5.

52

A. The clouds will form where the moist air is pushed up over the mountain. The rising air cools
and once it reaches the dew point, clouds will form.
B. Tge side of the mountains nearest the ocean will receive thc most rainfall. Here is where the
air is being cookd and the clouds form.
C. On the side of the mountains away from the oceans, it is usually-vcry dry. The air becomes
warmer as it comes down the sidc of the mountain. If the atr warms up and the amount of moisture
it contains stays the samc, its relative humidity decreases. See pages 77 through 79 if you had-
trouble with these.

6-4. Some things to look for are these:
a. Low-pressure areas
b. Lines of sharp temperature difference
C. Mountains
d. Large bodies of water and their coastal areas
S. Areas where there is uneven surfaoe heating

SELF EVALUATION 7

7-1. The general direction of motion of air masses is easterly. If you did not remember this,
takc another look .at the weather maps on pages 83 through 86.

7-2. A. As the low-pressure area approaches, the sky wo`uld cloud over.
B. The barometric pressure reading would decrease.
C. The wind would be generally from the south before thc low-pressure area arrived. As

it passes, the wind would shift rapidly so that it is coming from the north. lf you had difficulty
answering these questions, look closely at the weather in Syracuse, New York, as the low-pressure
area approaches. See pages 83 through 86.

6 4
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7-3. a. stationary front
b. cold front .

C. \warm front

7-4. Small local storms in the afternoon arc usually caused by uneven heating of the earth's

surface.

74. The type of clouds that he saw indicates that a warm front is approaching.

A. The 'warm front will bring warmer temperatures over the nest few days.

B. The rain when it comes will last for at least a day. This is because a warm front has such

a gradual slope. (See pages 89 through 93.)
C. As the front passes, the wind will most likely shift around so that it is blowing from the north

or west. You can see this on the weather maps on- pages 83 through 86. Pay particular attention

to the warm front that passes through Fargo.

74. a. warm front
b. cold front

If you had difficulty recognizing the shape of the fronts, take another look at page 89.

7-7. Compare your prediction with that of other students and the official weather forecast for

your arca. The only way to check your answer is to wait until tomorrow. Good luck!
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My Progress
Keep track of your progress in the course by plotting the percent.
correct for each Self Evaluation as you complete it.

Number correctPercent correct .7. xl(M)
Number of questions

To find how you are doing, draw lines connecting these points. After
you've tested yourself on all chapters, you may want to draw a best-fit
line. But in the meantime, unless you always get, the sante percent
EOLTecti your graph will.look like a series of mountain peaks.
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